Looking for employee time keeping nirvana? With an integrated time and payroll solution, you can manage your workforce like a superstar.

1. **Shred Those Lame Spreadsheets**
   - Employees can check their time off in the app.
   - Automatic calculations save time.
   - FLSA violations can be avoided.

2. **Show Your Scheduling Swagger**
   - Make informed decisions two weeks in advance.
   - Employees can check their schedule preferences.
   - Allow self-service shift trading.

3. **Feel The PTO Groove**
   - Employees have 5% less risk of hard times with more hours.
   - Service-sector workers with a stable schedule have 13% higher risk of hunger.

4. **Get Your Mojo Working Remotely**
   - In a survey of companies who switched to a time tracking app, 47% were more accurate.
   - $52,000 per employee per year can be saved in IRS penalties from mismanaged or inaccurate payroll.

5. **Crank Payroll Accuracy to Eleven**
   - Creating a positive management atmosphere can increase revenue by 70%.
   - $2.9 million in increased revenue for The Gap.

---

**Swipeclock**

Looking for employee time keeping nirvana? Visit us at www.swipeclock.com

"Takin' care of business"

"Wish You Were Here"

"Flirtin' with disaster"

"Kiss scheduling confusion goodbye with a mobile timekeeping app."

"Employees rank paid vacation as their second most-valued benefit."

"The big money is in getting a plan on the books."

"Manually entering hours got you in a purple haze?"

"Looking for employee time keeping nirvana? With an integrated time and payroll solution, you can manage your workforce like a superstar."